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The Thousand Thrones - Green Ronin
2008-01-30
This book details an epic Warhammer Fantasy
Roleplay campaign that spans the length and
breath of the Empire and beyond!
Champions of Chaos - Darius Hinks 2018-04-17
An action-packed omnibus revealing the dark
majesty of three infamous Champions of Chaos:
Sigvald, Valkia the Bloody and Egrimm van
Horstmann. In the cold wastes of the North, the
followers of Chaos gather in their thousands,
eager to lay waste to the soft lands of the south.
These bloodthirsty, undisciplined warriors can
only be controlled by the fiercest of leaders –
champions who have risen through the ranks by
dint of their infamous deeds to become the
favoured of the Dark Gods. This omnibus collects
together the stories of three such mighty leaders
– Prince Sigvald the Magnificent, the Gorequeen
of Khorne Valkia the Bloody, and the rogue
wizard Egrimm van Horstmann. And be warned:
though the journey to greatness is long and
hard, the battle to maintain such a position of
power amid the servants of Chaos is neverending... This omnibus contains the novels
Valkia the Bloody by Sarah Cawkwell, Sigvald by
Darius Hinks and Van Horstmann by Ben
Counter, along with additional bonus short
stories.
Wulfrik - C. L. Werner 2010
Wulfrik the Wanderer brings destruction and
death everywhere he treads. Cursed by the
Ruinous Powers, the champion must travel
across the Old World and seek prizes to appease
the forces of Chaos. But now dark forces plot
against Wulfrik, and he must discover the enemy
within or else his soul will be lost to the Dark
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Gods.
Curse of the Necrarch - Steve Savile 2008
Feared and reviled, the reclusive necrarch
vampires lurk in their lairs, engrossed in mad
experiments and dreams of depraved glory.
When one of these foul creatures invades an
Empire town and slaughters the inhabitants, its
knight protector, the aging hero, Reinhardt
Metzger, swears vengeance.
Bloodforged - Nathan Long 2011-05-31
Unable to adapt to Lahmian society, Ulrika seeks
her own way, striking out to the Chaos-besieged
city of Praag to seek old friends and glory in
battle. On her arrival, she finds a devastated but
defiant people and the invaders repelled. But the
Ruinous Powers can take many forms, and now a
more insidious threat is rising from within – a
Slaaneshi cult that seeks to claim dominion in
Praag. Shunned by her Lahmian sisters, decried
by the humans she seeks to protect, Ulrika
treads a lonely path as she tries to find the root
of this destructive plot. Caught between the will
of the vampires and the insane designs of Chaos
sorcerers and cultists, Ulrika must call upon all
of her cunning and savagery if she is to
triumph...
Thanquol and Boneripper - C L Werner
2019-11-26
Follow the tale of Thanquol and Boneripper,
heroes of the Skaven, as the End Times draw
closer. Expect plenty of duplicity and scheming
as we explore their story. Grey Seer Thanquol is
without a doubt (in his mind) the greatest
nemesis of the Slayer, Gotrek Gurnisson and his
companion Felix Jaeger. He, and his stalwart Rat
Ogre bodyguard, Boneripper, have engaged in
innumerable nefarious schemes and adventures
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across the World-That-Was, including… Claiming
the deadly artefact known only as Wormstone to
poison the city of Altdorf; the assassination of
the Prophet of Sotek in a foreign land of giant
lizards and endless jungle; leading an army
against the dwarfs of Karak Angkul; and
unintentionally finding themselves bodyswapped. Will Thanquol find victory at long last,
or will the incompetence of his underlings hold
him back yet again? This omnibus contains three
novels: Grey Seer, Temple of the Serpent and
Thanquol’s Doom, and two short stories: 'MindStealer' and 'Thanquol Triumphant'.
Tyrion & Teclis - William King 2018-12-25
This ominbus tells the story of Tyrion and Teclis,
saviours of high elf race and the heroes of
Ulthuan. Tyrion and Teclis: the most legendary
high elf heroes to roam the earth. Destined for
greatness from birth, the twin brothers are as
different as darkness and light. While Tyrion, a
calculating tactician and unrivalled swordsman,
inspires valour and fidelity in those around him,
Teclis is the most powerful natural sorcerer of
the age, harnessing a power that rivals even the
mythic Caledor. Relive the twins’ most gripping
adventures – from their quest through the deadly
jungles of Lustria in search of the fabled lost
sword of Caledor, through to the blood-thirsty
battle to save their homeland from the
malevolent Witch King, Malekith. This collection
of William King’s Blood of Aenarion, Sword of
Caledor and Bane of Malekith brims with riproaring adventure.
Neferata - Josh Reynolds 2013-01-01
The vampire queen Neferata plots to create a
new empire. Neferata is a queen without a
kingdom. Lahmia has fallen, her vampire
children have scattered and she is reduced to
draining blood from the beasts of the mountains.
After a chance encounter with a party of dwarfs,
she sets her sights on a capital for her new
empire - the stronghold of Silver Pinnacle. She
calls her allies to battle - but can she truly trust
Ushoran, Lord of Masks, and his bestial Strigoi
vampires?
Realm of the Ice Queen - Green Ronin 2007
Detailing the land of Kislev in lavish detail, this
book presents both the people and the places of
the Ice Queen's realm. Inside you will find Kislev
careers and creatures as well the secrets of Ice
Magic revealed for the first time.
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Warriors of the Chaos Wastes - C L Werner
2019-01-22
Latest installment in the Warhammer Chronicles
series. Focusing on the forces of Choas in the old
world. The Chaos Wastes is an unspeakable
region of magic and madness. In this hellish
tundra, the Dark Gods wrestle for supremacy
and champions war in their name. Death comes
for any who traverse these plains in swift and
savage form. Yet there are those who dare brave
the wastelands, burdened by their own dark
purposes. Wulfrik the Wanderer, cursed by the
Ruinous Powers, seeks a prize to appease the
forces of Chaos; the Skulltaker, champion of
Khorne, hungers for fresh blood; and the last
warrior of a Norse tribe sets out to steal the
treasure of a god. But in this monstrous arena,
there are no winners. Dark forces plot, daemons
feed, and even the landscape itself takes sides.
This omnibus contains three novels by one of
Black Library’s popular authors, C L Werner:
Wulfrik, Blood for the Blood God and Palace of
the Plague Lord.
The Legend of Sigmar - Graham McNeill
2017-09-05
The definitive origin story of the God-King
Sigmar in a collected omnibus edition. Before he
became the God-King of Azyr and saviour of the
Mortal Realms, before the Old World perished in
the fires of the End Times, before even the rise
of the Empire, Sigmar was a mortal man. As the
young chieftain of the Unberogen tribe, he saved
the high king of the dwarfs, earning the eternal
friendship of the mountain folk. When a mightly
horde of orcs threatened his lands, he united the
tribes of men to stand against them at Black Fire
Pass. He broke the siege of Middenheim and
pushed back the forces of Chaos. And in
defeating the great necromancer Nagash, he
saved mankind, securing the future of the
Empire and taking his first steps on the road to
godhood. His deeds are legend. This is his story.
Blood of Aenarion - William King 2012
A powerful daemon, banished millennia ago by
the twins' ancestor, Aenarion the Defender, has
returned to wrack bloody revenge. Plucked from
thier home in the wilds of Chrace, Tyrion and
Teclis must learn the arts of war and the
mystery of magic, as well as the secrets survial
in the Phoenix King's court. Hunted by daemonic
assissins and beset by treachery, they must fight
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to survive and claim thier destiny as the greatest
heroes of the age.
The Burning Shore - Robert Earl 2004
Florin D'Artaud escapes his life of reckless waste
and bad debts by tricking his way into a flotilla
headed to the legendary new world, Lustria. But
a simple treasure hunt in the dense, steamy
jungle turns to a sinister expedition for forgotten
lore--but the ancient guardians of the> jungle
will not let their secrets be plundered so freely
Sword of Caledor - William King 2013-12-10
Seminal fantasy author William King continues
his Tyrion & Teclis high elf saga Tyrion –
unparalleled swordsman and tactician. Teclis –
greatest natural sorcerer of the age, his power
rivalling that of fabled Caledor. Together these
twins are the greatest high elf heroes to still
walk the earth. Tyrion and Teclis venture into
the deadly jungles of Lustria on a desperate hunt
for the lost sword of Caledor Dragontamer, the
fabled Sunfang. While they search for this
ancient artefact, the dark elves continue their
assault on Ulthuan, sending the deadly assassin
Urian Poisonblade to kill the Everqueen. And in
the Realm of Chaos, the Witch King Malekith
makes a pact with another enemy of Tyrion and
Teclis – the sinister daemon N’Kari.
Blood Money - Clint Werner 2003-01-01
Brunner, a ruthless bounty hunter, recounts a
series of deadly adventures during which he
battles the evil Viscount Augustine De Chegney,
the mutated skaven ratmen, vicious orc
warlords, and the legendary Black Prince, all the
while working to settle a score from a previous
lifetime. Original.
Inheritance - Steve Savile 2006
In the cursed land of Sylvania, Vlad von
Carstein, the sinister leader of a cruel, undead
clan of vampires, rises to power, threatening the
vast human Empire with a growing plague of
evil. Original.
Valkia the Bloody - Sarah Cawkwell 2012
"Warrior-maiden and consort of the blood god
Khorne, the name Valkia the Bloody is feared
among all the tribes of the north -- friend and foe
alike. From her earliest days as a shield bearer
for her father King Merroc, she has known
nothing but unending warfare and the brutal
politics of the tribal leaders, and soon reaches
out to seize power for herself. Though her feral
beauty might attract unlikely suitors and her
vampire-wars-von-carstein-1-3-steven-savile

enemies may plot against her in secret, Valkia
holds the patronage of the Ruinous Powers, and
Khorne will not allow his chosen queen to fall."-Publisher.
Slaine - Steve Savile 2006-12-04
Tir-Nan-Og - a land of savage beauty where
fierce warrior tribes fight for land, cattle and
honour. Fate can be seen in every aspect of life
in this kingdom, but none more so than in Slaine
Mac Roth, son of the Sessair. Struggling to come
to terms with his warrior's gift, the warp spasm,
he gets his first taste of bloody battle."
Undeath Ascendant: A Vampire Omnibus Various 2021-05-25
Explore the shadows with this great vampire
omnibus from the Warhammer Old World. TBC
The Rise of Nagash - Mike Lee 2017-11-07
New omnibus edition of Mike Lee's classic
Warhammer fantasy trilogy The Rise of Nagash.
In the fantasy world of Warhammer, magic
suffuses the land to such an extent that even the
dead can ‘live’ again, and whole empires of
undead creatures hold sway in the dark places of
the Old World. The vampires in the forests, the
ghouls in their tunnels, the tomb kings of the
southern deserts - all can trace their dark
lineage back to Nagash, the first necromancer
and supreme lord of undeath. For it was Nagash,
two millennia before the time of Sigmar, who
wrested the secrets of life and death from the
dark elves, embarking upon a quest for
immortality that would spark a war, destroy an
empire and unleash a plague of undeath that
would blight the Old World until the End Times
and beyond.
Skaven Wars: The Black Plague Trilogy - C L
Werner 2018-11-06
Contains the folllowing novels by C L Werner:
Dead Winter Blighted Empire Wolf of Sigmar
One thousand years have passed since Sigmar
united the tribes of man and gave birth to an
Empire. Now, the Emperor Boris Goldgather
claims ascendancy and it is a bitter reign. Under
his corrupt rule, the Empire is already at risk of
annihilation when a deadly plague sweeps across
the lands, decimating entire populations. In its
wake, a second mortal threat seizes their
advantage: the skaven. Whilst the Emperor
escapes to safety, his people struggle to defend
their cities with diminished forces. Only one man
dares brave the wilds and lead an assault upon
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the mutant ratmen. Graf Gunthar and his army
battle to liberate towns and villages of their
verminous infestation. But as glorious victories
herald the promise of a new leader for the
Empire – for Graf, the trials have only just
begun. This gripping collection contains all three
novels in The Black Plague trilogy by one of
Black Library’s most accomplished authors, C.L.
Werner, including, Dead Winter, Blighted
Empire, and Wolf of Sigmar.
Old World Armoury - Robert J. Schwalb 2005
In a grim world of perilous adventures you need
to be well prepared or you will face certain
death. This supplement is a complete inventory
of everything an adventurer needs to equip
himself to survive and also a few other choice
items as well.
Vampireslayer - William King 2004-01
In the unceasing war against Chaos, the doomseeking dwarf, Gotrek and his human
companion, Felix are beset by a new, terrible
foe--an evil which threatens to reach out from
darkest Sylvania. Reissue.
Gotrek & Felix: The First Omnibus - William
King 2006-08-08
Gotrek the dwarf trollslayer and his companion
Felix are Black Library's most popular fantasy
duo. This omnibus edition gives readers a unique
opportunity to enjoy their first three adventures
through the haunted forests, mountains and
castles of the grim Warhammer world.
Bloodsworn - Nathan Long 2012
Returning to Nuln after her adventures in Praag,
Ulrika finds the Lahmian vampires preparing for
war. Across the Old World, their rivals, the von
Carsteins, attack their strongholds and lead the
witch hunters to their hidden lairs.
The End Times - Josh Reynolds 2015-06-01
The End Times have come. Archaon Everchosen
marches on the city of Middenheim, and if he
captures it, the key to the Chaos gods' ultimate
victory will be his. The last heroes of men, elves
and dwarfs gather to stop him, but to stand
against the hordes of the Ruinous Powers, they
must turn to darker allies. Against all reason, the
last hope for the world may be the Undying
King, Nagash himself - if he and the mortal races
can find common cause and work together. If
they cannot, Archaon's plan will come to fruition
and the world will be consumed by Chaos.
Night's Dark Masters - Green Ronin 2007
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Provides information on vampires, including
bloodlines, adversaries, and vampire hunters, to
create adventures for the fantasy roleplaying
game Warhammer.
Retribution - Steve Savile 2007-03-05
Fantasy-roman.
Masters of Stone and Steel - Nick Kyme
2018-09-18
This omnibus of epic Dwarf themed novels
contains the following: The Doom of Dragonback
(novel) Grudgebearer (novel) Oathkeeper (novel)
Honourkeeper (novel) 'Ancestral Honour', 'City
of Dead Jewels' (short story) The dwarfs are a
stoic and long-lived race. Their unbending will
and pride serve them as fearsome warriors on
the battlefield and the greatest craftsmen across
the Old World. But cross them at your peril, as a
dwarf grudge is never forgotten, a quest for
revenge handed down from generation to
generation until the debt is settled in blood - In
this action-packed omnibus, the bravery and
resilience of the dwarfs is brought to life as they
wage war against the twisted powers of Chaos,
vile skaven ratmen, brutal orcs, cunning goblins
and their oldest adversaries, the mysterious and
powerful elves. From the ancient dwarf holds, in
the wake of the War of Vengeance to the killing
fields of the Empire, battle will be fought in the
name of Grungni, Grimnir and Valaya, and no foe
shall forget the day they met these unbreakable
warriors in battle. Contains the novels
Grudgebearer, Oathbreaker, Honourkeeper and
The Doom of Dragonback.
The Accidental Archmage - Edmund A. Batara
2017-10-13
Immerse yourself in a grand and dangerous
adventure. In a world both familiar and strange.
A world where magic and gods still exist. Meet
deities, beings, and exiles from Earth's
pantheons. Encounter warriors, huskarls, satyrs,
hoplites, dark mages, Elder gods, and strange
entities from myths of pre-history up to the age
of iron. Match wits with the likes of Loki,
Athena, Coniraya, Thor, Amun-Ra, Zeus, Odin,
Viracocha, and even Dionysus. Escape plots and
schemes played by powerful gods of life and
death. Avoid being the meal of dire wolves,
draken, and other beasts of legend. Play with a
sphinx, ice giants, a yahui, naguals, vrykolakas,
empusas, minotaurs, jotnar, trolls, ogres,
dokkalfr, to name a few. Survive being in the
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middle of wars between civilizations and races.
Suffer the arrogance and stupidity of gods and
men alike. Cross paths with beings who don't
like you. Thor, Ares, and the Incan death god
Supay, to name three. Be burdened with a quest
to save yourself and your humanity in the brutal
and primordial world of Adar. A world where
scientific pursuit will get you a lightning bolt or
two. Probably five. All at the same time.
(Description applies to the series)
Lord of Chaos - Rob Sanders 2016-04
Archaon faces unimaginable perils and
devastating betrayals in his quest to assume the
mantle of Lord of Chaos, the harbinger of the
End Times.
Neferata - David Annandale 2018
The Realm of Death convulses with the ravages
of war, but Neferata continues to rule the city of
Nulahmia with an iron will. Through guile and
terror, she has destroyed all who would take her
crown. But when a threat rises whose
repercussions will stretch across the ages,
Neferata must commit herself to a centurieslong battle and retain what is hers, no matter
the cost.
Archaon - Rob Sanders 2015-02-01
In the north of the world the forces of Chaos
gather, awaiting their moment to strike. At their
head is the Everchosen, the warrior who will
lead the final, cataclysmic assault that will usher
in the End Times and the reign of the Ruinous
Powers. But he was not always thus - he was
once a man, a devout servant of the warrior-god
Sigmar. What could cause such a soul to fall to
the worship of the Dark Gods? What dark events
could have put a knight of the Empire on the
path to becoming the harbinger of the world's
end? And just who was the man who will become
known to all as Archaon? Previous Titles: Gotrix & Felix: Kinslayer (978184707299) - HB
£17.99 - Bane of Melakith (9781849707664) - B
Fmt PB £8.99
Primeval: Shadow of the Jaguar - Steven Savile
2011-01-19
Primeval sees evolutionary zoologist Nick Cutter
make the terrifying discovery that prehistoric
creatures are alive and well in the twenty-first
century. The natural world is turned on its head
and humanity faces extinction as unexplained
anomalies rip holes in the fabric of time and
allow creatures from the earliest stages of
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Earth's development to roam the modern world.
Set in the rainforests of Peru in this brand new
Primeval adventure Cutter, Stephen, Abbie and
Connor face a bigger challenge than they could
have possibly imagined… A heady mixture of
action and adventure, Cutter and his team are
forced to confront terrifying creatures from the
past and the future with gripping consequences.
London Macabre - Steven Savile 2012-08
A man walks confidently through the night time
streets of London. He is one of the Brethren, a
shadow society of occultists. His life is only
hours from ending. His flesh is about to be taken
as host for a daemonic entity that has clawed its
way out of hell's pit. Now things are afoot.
Strange things. The lions of Traflagar have
fulfilled their prophecy, climbing down from the
plinths around Lord Nelson's column to defend
the city. The daemon stalks his tender prey
through the gaslit streets, meat markets, fish
stalls and slaughter houses of Whitechapel. He
has a taste for women, though not ordinary
women. These women are different. Special.
They may look like whores but they have the
blood of angels flowing in their veins. If he can
kill enough of them, bathing in their innocent
blood, then the daemon can open the ancient Ald
Gate-one of the seven great gates of London-the
last gate to Eden, and go home, even if it means
tearing London herself apart. The gates are
guarded by The Seven, bloodsucking angelkind
put there to guard a very special prisoner. A
prisoner who cannot be allowed to escape.
Satanial. The Devil by another name. Cast down
and trapped in a hell on earth, watched over by
Uriel, the mad Archangel. Can the men of
Greyfriars stop all hell breaking loose?
Sigvald - Darius Hinks 2011-06-28
Gifted with incredible power and beauty, Prince
Sigvald the Magnificent, the champion of Chaos,
is tricked into an impossible war with the
promise of a powerful artefact that will satisfy
his dark cravings. Original.
Heroes of the Empire - Chris Wraight
2020-02-04
A fantastic collection of classic stories about the
righteous armies of the Empire set in the
Warhammer Fantasy universe. The Empire is
besieged. Countless enemies batter the border
of Sigmar’s mighty nation, seeking to tear down
its cities and murder its inhabitants. Standing
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against them are an array of brave men and
women, united in their defiance and led by true
heroes. In the wilderness of Averland, Kurt
Helborg, Marshal of the Reiksguard, holds the
province together in his iron grip. On the
frontiers, Ludwig Schwarzhelm, Emperor’s
Champion, must halt the unstoppable onslaught
of the Greenskins, while in the Drakwald Forest,
Luthor Huss, warrior priest of Sigmar, fights a
tide of undead that threatens to sweep away all
before it. But, more insidious enemies lurk
within the shadows. Witch hunters and spies are
the only remedy to such poisons, and none are
more accomplished than Lukas Eichmann and
Pieter Verstohlen, whose individual quests find
them on the trail of ruthless murders and
labyrinthine conspiracies that threaten to tear
the nation asunder. Will these heroes triumph,
or will the myriad evils of the Old World bring
ruin to the hope of humanity? This omnibus
contains the novels Sword of Justice, Sword of
Vengeance and Luthor Huss and the short
stories ‘Feast of Horrors', 'Duty and Honour' and
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'The March of Doom', by Chris Wraight.
Hammers of Ulric - Dan Abnett 2000-10-01
As the forces of evil gather around the ancient
mountain fortress of Middenheim, City of the
White Wolf, only the Templar Knights of Ulric,
led by Wolf Company Commander Ganz, stand
between the city and ultimate annihilation.
Original.
The Daemon's Curse - Dan Abnett 2005
A cruel and ruthless opportunist, dark elf
aristocrat Malus Darkblade makes his way
through the perilous Warhammer world, from
the treacherous courts of the dark elves to the
horrors of the Chaos Wastes, in the first of five
novels chronicling the adventures of the antihero. Original.
Matthias Thulmann: Witch Hunter - C. L.
Werner 2008-10-28
Readers can now enjoy Werner's three classic
Witch Hunter novels, all collected in this
omnibus edition: "Witch Hunter, Witch Finder,"
and "Witch Killer."
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